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[1] A mechanism for the formation of ice bands is proposed as a coupled response of ice
edge and lee waves to wind under the hydrostatic approximation. A high‐resolution
ice‐ocean coupledmodel is used in an x‐z domain with grid sizes (x, z) = (250m, 1m). Under
an along‐ice‐edge wind, such that the Ekman transport is away from the ice edge,
the nearly discontinuous surface stress between the ice‐covered and open seas
generates lee waves. A thin layer of high‐potential vorticity fluid under the ice is produced
by the Ekman forcing, enabling the ice edge to rapidly slip over less stratified water. This
is favorable for supercritical conditions when lee waves are generated. Ice bands are
formed by the corresponding convergences and divergences. The flow becomes subcritical
farther behind the ice‐edge but secondary lee waves and ice bands form because of the
secondary stress discontinuity behind the lead ice band. An analytical solution is derived to
show that ice bands have longer widths than the lee‐wavelengths because the ice‐ocean
stress creates the smoothing effect. Vertical motions associated with the lee waves have
speed of the order of 10 m/day, extend to the bottom (300 m), and contribute to deep vertical
mixing and the subsequent melting of the ice. These small‐scale features are not modeled
well with horizontal grids coarser than approximately 2.5 km.

Citation: Fujisaki, A., and L.‐Y. Oey (2011), Formation of ice bands by winds, J. Geophys. Res., 116, C10015,
doi:10.1029/2010JC006655.

1. Introduction

[2] Ice bands are long strips of ice floes often observed
near the ice edge; they are generally parallel to but sepa-
rated from the edge of the main ice pack. The width of an
ice band is typically 1–6 km and the band region can be as
far as 100 km from the main ice pack [Wadhams, 2000;
Ishida and Ohshima, 2009]. Ice bands are often found during
off‐ice (wind blowing away from the ice field) or varying
wind conditions) [Johannessen et al., 1992;Wadhams, 2000;
Ishida and Ohshima, 2009]. Various generation mechanisms
have been suggested to explain how ice bands are formed.
Wadhams [2000] suggests that fetch‐limited wind waves
between floes can create bands of high ice concentration
under the off‐ice wind (wave radiation pressure mechanism).
This theory was found to agree with many observations in
terms of the width of bands, wind speed, and wind direction
[Wadhams, 1983; Johannessen et al., 1992;Wadhams, 2000;
Ishida and Ohshima, 2009].
[3] Muench et al. [1983], Sjøberg and Mork [1985], and

Häkkinen [1986] suggest that the divergence and conver-

gence of ocean currents due to internal waves can produce
ice bands. Muench et al. [1983] suggested that ice bands are
produced by internal waves under the off‐ice wind. Under
the hydrostatic approximation, their formulation requires
that internal waves be generated under resonance, i.e., the
ice edge speed is equal to the baroclinic phase speed.
Sjøberg and Mork [1985] considered up‐ice wind (wind
blowing in the opposite direction as the geostrophic velocity
shear (�O(0.1 m s−1) over a depth of approximately 10 m)
at the ice edge, so that the Ekman transport is away from the
ice‐edge). They suggested that lee waves can be generated
by the moving ice edge when its speed is faster than the first
few baroclinic modes. In this study, we call these baroclinic
waves simply as lee waves. The idea of lee‐wave generation
by the moving ice‐edge is similar to that of the response of
stratified ocean to a moving storm [Geisler, 1970]. In both
cases, there is a (nearly) discontinuous moving stress field
acting on the ocean surface. Across the ice‐edge, the stress
goes from being large under the ice to small in the ice‐free
open ocean. In the case of a storm the wind changes from
being strong inside the storm to weak outside it. Whereas
the movement of a fast‐propagating storm is largely inde-
pendent of the underlying ocean because its propagating
speed is usually larger than the first baroclinic phase speed,
the movement of ice‐edge is intimately coupled to the ocean
below. Ice‐water interfacial stress generates currents which
modify stratification. Stratification changes currents which
in turn modify the ice movement. In two hydrographic
sections in the East Greenland Sea [Johannessen et al.,
1983, Figure 15], small‐scale features of 4–8 km are
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found. The authors suggested that upwelling by winds
and mesoscale eddies made the section look complicated
and difficult to interpret. They did not discuss the pos-
sibility that lee waves may be generated at the ice edge.
However, one of their sections was after an up‐ice wind
event and the wave‐like features could be lee waves.
Häkkinen [1986] applied time‐dependent wind in a
reduced‐gravity model coupled to an ice dynamic model.
She found that ice bands were formed when the upper
layer was thin and the dynamics was nonlinear. We expect
that wind that forces off‐ice motion of ice edge is
important in producing lee waves, and the time‐dependent
wind is not essential.
[4] Since lee waves are generated for ice‐edge speed

greater than the baroclinic phase speed, they are more easily
produced by higher modes with lower phase speeds. Pre-
vious numerical studies used two‐layer or reduced gravity
models, and therefore could not be used to assess the effects
of higher modes. In this study, we will use two‐dimensional
(vertical section or xz), and three‐dimensional ice‐ocean
coupled models at high resolution to examine the formation
of ice bands by lee waves due to higher baroclinic modal
responses.
[5] We will also examine how the widths of ice bands are

determined in the ice‐ocean coupled solution. Muench et al.
[1983] suggested that the width was determined by internal
wavelengths. Häkkinen [1986] concluded that the width was
approximately twice the Rossby deformation radius. How-
ever, these were estimates based on the lowest baroclinic
modes, which we shall see do not play a role in the pro-
duction of lee waves.
[6] The wavelength of lee waves is a function of the

difference of the ice‐edge speed uedge and the baroclinic
phase speed of mode n, cn (details in section 3.2). It seems
natural to deduce therefore that the inter‐band distance (i.e.,
width between the crests of ice bands) depends on the
wavelength of lee waves. We will show that the inter‐band
distance is generally larger than the wavelength of lee waves
because ice and ocean momentum are coupled by the ice‐
ocean stress. In other words, ice does not immediately
respond to the divergence and convergence of oceanic
horizontal velocity. There is some “filtering” effect due to
the ice‐ocean stress.
[7] Ice‐band generation by lee waves depends on

small‐scale divergences and convergences, which also
generate deep vertical motions that penetrate below the
Ekman depth. Thus, the formation of ice bands by lee
waves can contribute to mixing. The lee‐wave solution
(see section 3.2) will show that the corresponding scale
is shorter than the Rossby deformation radius by a factor
that depends on the difference between the ice‐edge and
baroclinic wave speeds, and is of O(1km) or less, smaller
than the typical grid sizes used in general circulation
models. By testing different grid sizes, we will evaluate
how model resolution can affect the formation of ice
bands and accompanying subgrid‐scale processes in the
marginal ice zones.
[8] Section 2 describes the ice‐ocean coupled model and

the numerical experiments. Section 3 shows the numerical
results and the analytical solution for lee waves due to the
moving ice edge. We also explain the low‐pass filtering
effect due to the ice‐ocean stress. The grid‐size dependence

of ice band formation is studied in section 4. The validity of
the two‐dimensional (xz) solution is examined in section 5,
where we compare the two‐dimensional solution against the
solution from a three‐dimensional simulation. In section 6,
we summarize our results.

2. The Model

2.1. Ice‐Ocean Coupled Model

[9] A high resolution ice‐ocean coupled model is used to
resolve the small‐scale interactive dynamics between wind,
ice and ocean. A vertically sliced two‐dimensional domain
(x‐z) is used with dimension 250 km × 300 m. The hori-
zontal grid size is 250 m and the vertical layer thickness
is 1m in the upper 100 m and linearly increases to 7 m at
300 m depth. In one experiment, we repeated the calcula-
tion with a uniform vertical resolution of 1 m and con-
firmed that the results are virtually identical to those using
the linearly coarser grid below 100 m. At the lateral (x)
boundaries, radiation conditions are used for oceanic veloc-
ities, and one‐sided advection conditions are used for tem-
perature and salinity. Zero‐gradient conditions (∂/∂x = 0)
are used for ice. The ocean model is based on the Princeton
Ocean Model, which employs the primitive equations and
assumes hydrostatic as well as Bousinnesq approximations
[Mellor et al., 2002]. The momentum equation for ice in
complex notation (denoted by tildes) is as follows:

@ui
@t

þ jf ui ¼ �ai
�ihi

þ �iw
�ihi

� gr� þ si ð1Þ

[10] Here, j = (−1)1/2, and the bold symbols denote the
complex notation. The ice velocity is ui = ui + jvi. ri and hi
are the ice density and ice thickness, respectively. h is the
sea surface height. The sea surface tilt force (the third term
on the right hand side of equation (1)) and the Coriolis force
(the second term on the left hand side of equation (1)) are
typically much smaller than the other forcing terms. The ice
internal stress is si. The ice rheology model uses the elastic‐
viscous‐plastic rheology [Hunke and Dukowicz, 1997] and
takes account of ice collision [Sagawa, 2007]. However, ice
motion in this study is mostly in free drift and the ice
internal stress is negligible. The tai and tiw are wind stress
at the air‐ice interface and oceanic stress at the ice‐water
interface, respectively:

�ai ¼ �aCDai uaj jua ð2Þ

�iw ¼ �wCDiw uw � uij j uw � uið Þ ð3Þ

[11] Subscripts a and w denote the variables for air and
water, respectively. CDai and CDiw are the air‐ice drag and
ice‐water drag coefficients, respectively. In this study, both
skin friction drag and form drag are therefore lumped into
the bulk formulae (2) and (3) using CDai and CDiw.
[12] Ice concentration A in each cell is calculated using a

semi‐Lagrangian advection scheme [Rheem et al., 1997;
Sagawa and Yamaguchi, 2006]. The sea surface stress tw is
then calculated using a combination of the ice‐water stress
tiw and the air‐water stress taw weighted by A.

�w ¼ �iwA� �aw 1� Að Þ ð4Þ
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where

�aw ¼ �aCDaw uaj jua ð5Þ

and CDaw is the air‐water drag coefficient. Generally, this is
smaller than the air‐ice drag coefficient CDai because ice
surface is rougher than that of open water due to ridged and
rafted floes as well as sidewalls of individual floes (i.e.,
freeboard). Wind stress is therefore larger over ice than over
open water. In a quasi‐steady state and in the free drift
regime, tiw is primarily balanced by tai. Therefore tw is
larger over ice‐covered water, which creates Ekman con-
vergence (or divergence) necessary for lee‐wave generation
discussed in section 3.
[13] Equation (4) shows that the wind stress over ice is not

simply equal to the stress to the sea surface because of the
ice‐water stress tiw (equation (3)). In other words, the wind
stress is not instantaneously transmitted through the ice to
the sea surface – there is a finite momentum transfer rate
which, as we will show in section 3.3, causes a smoothing
effect on ice‐band formation.
[14] Although equation (4) is a realistic treatment of the

sea surface stress, it cannot be easily used in analytical
solution. Therefore, in addition to equation (4), we also
tested a simpler stress formula:

�w ¼
�ai A > 0

�aw A ¼ 0

8<
: ð6Þ

which implies an instantaneous transfer of momentum from
wind over ice to the sea surface. This simpler formulation
allows for an analytical solution that can be compared with
the corresponding numerical solution. The formula repre-
sents the stress as a step function moving at the speed of the
ice edge.
[15] In this study, sea‐surface heat flux is only through the

ice‐ocean interface, given by:

Hiw ¼ �wcpchu* Tm � Tmf
� � ð7Þ

where Tm is the mixed‐layer temperature and Tmf is the
freezing temperature in the mixed layer. Tm is set equal to
the temperature at the first grid point near the surface, and
Tmf is calculated as a function of the salinity at first grid
point near the surface [Millero, 1978]. The specific heat of
seawater cp is set to 4000 J/kg/K. The friction velocity is
u* =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�wj j=�w

p
and ch = 0.005 is the ice‐ocean heat

transfer coefficient [McPhee et al., 2008]. In the model,

Hiw (>0) causes ice to melt, which leads to ice thinning
Dhi = −Hiw/Li, where Li is the latent heat of fusion per unit
volume of ice, and which also increases the stratification
beneath the ice due to efflux of freshwater. In order to
focus on the ice‐ocean interaction, we exclude heat and
buoyancy fluxes at the open water surface. We will see
that strong vertical motions by lee‐waves result in upward
heat flux (Hiw > 0), ice‐melting, and non‐negligible change
in the ice thickness near the ice edge. Ice thickness can
also change by wind‐forced ice convergence (and diver-
gence), but this is negligible in this study since the applied
wind field is uniform and the model ice is mostly in free
drift.
[16] The model parameters are given in Table 1.
[17] Initially, ice is at rest with uniform ice concentration

A = 0.8 on the left side (0 ≦ x ≦ 60 km) of the x‐z domain
(250 km × 300 m), and is in quasi‐equilibrium through ice‐
ocean heat transfer with the underlying ocean. These initial
conditions were obtained by placing an ice sheet of uniform
thickness at x = 0–60 km atop a resting ocean with uniform
potential temperature (= 3°C) and salinity (= 35 psu)
through a long‐term (120 days) integration without any
forcing except the (slow, diffusive) ice‐ocean heat transfer.
A quasi‐steady state is reached at the end of this spin‐up,
whereby the coupled ice‐ocean field is very slowly evolving
at time scales (>O(100) days) much longer than the time
scales of ice‐band formation after the wind is applied. The
end of this spin‐up is then taken as the initial state for all
subsequent experiments when wind is applied. The corre-
sponding ice thickness is 2 m, which is thicker than what is
typically observed (�1 m) in a marginal ice zone, but it is
not too unrealistic. Since thick ice moves slower than thin
ice, this choice allows us to use a smaller domain.). We have
repeated the standard experiment (Expt. 0; see below) with
an initial ice thickness = 1 m. The two results are similar
since the faster, thinner ice also generates lee waves.
[18] At the initial state (i.e., end of 120‐day spin‐up),

cold and fresh layer is below the model ice and the along‐
ice water velocity, which is weak with speeds ≈0.05 m s−1,
is in geostrophic balance with the density field. Wind with
speed = 5 m s−1 is then applied in the positive y‐direction
(an up‐ice wind). The wind is slowly ramped to 5 m/s in
5 days using a sinusoidal function:

va ¼
5 sin �t=10ð Þ ms�1 0 � t � 5d

5 ms�1 5d � t

8<
:

[19] Up‐ice wind is favorable for sea‐ice divergence off
the ice‐edge in the northern hemisphere, but water under the
ice downwells at the ice edge by Ekman convergence. Note
that apart from the ramping, the wind is time‐independent.

2.2. Numerical Experiments

[20] The numerical experiments are listed in Table 2.
Experiment 0 is the standard experiment, where an up‐ice
wind is applied and the sea surface stress is calculated using
equation (4). Experiment 1 uses the step‐function stress
formula (equation (6)) to compare with the analytical solu-
tion. The ice‐water stress tiw used in the momentum equa-
tion for ice equation (1) is still a function of the relative
velocity of ice and ocean equation (3), so that ice bands

Table 1. Model Parameters

Name Description Value

dtext time step in external mode 1.5 sec
dtint time step in internal mode and ice

thermodynamic model
45 sec

CDai air‐ice drag coefficient 3.0 × 10−3

CDaw air‐water drag coefficient 1.5 × 10−3

CDiw ice‐ocean drag coefficient 9.0 × 10−3

ch ice‐ocean heat transfer coefficient 5.0 × 10−3

ra density of the air 1.247 kg m−3

ri density of sea ice 910.0 kg m−3

Li melting latent heat of sea ice 3.3 × 105 J kg−1
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can still be generated by convergence and divergence.
Experiment 2 is the same as Expt. 0, except that the wind
is two‐times stronger (va = 10 m s−1). Experiment 3 is a
“no‐low‐pass‐filter (No‐LPF)” case in which sea ice is
advected by the sea surface velocity only, and therefore

~ui = ~uw. In this experiment, the step function stress
equation (6) is applied to the sea surface. The motivation
for this experiment will be discussed in section 3.3. In
Expts. Four and 5, down‐ice and off‐ice winds respectively
are tested. Initial ice concentration with narrow openings
within the ice cover (hereinafter referred to as “wedges”)
of 4 km is tested in experiment 6 to examine the nature
of the resulting lee waves compared to those produced by
a single ice edge. Experiments with coarser resolutions of
1 km, 2.5 km and 5 km are conducted in experiment 7 to
examine how well lee waves can still be resolved and to
check the sensitivity of the solution, e.g., vertical velocity
and melt rate, to the different resolutions. We will show that
1 km‐resolution is approximately the limit with which ice‐
bands generated by lee waves can still be resolved.
[21] The experiments above are limited to a two‐

dimensional (xz) domain. It is necessary to show the validity
of the two‐dimensional solutions and to confirm that ice
bands are also formed, at least within the period (O(10 days))
of the two‐dimensional experiments, by wind‐induced lee
waves in a more realistic three‐dimensional setting. We

Table 2. Numerical Experiments

Experiment Description

Expt. 0 Standard experiment.
Expt. 1 Step‐function experiment. Sea surface stress is given by

equation (6).
Expt. 2 Strong‐wind experiment. Wind speed va = 10 m s−1.
Expt. 3 No‐LPF (no‐low‐pass‐filter) experiment. Sea ice

advects by the sea surface velocity. Sea surface
stress is given by equation (6)

Expt. 4 Down‐ice wind experiment. Wind speed va = −5 m s−1.
Expt. 5 Off‐ice wind experiment. Wind speed ua = 5 m s−1.
Expt. 6 Initial ice concentration with 4 km wedges.
Expt. 7 Coarser‐resolution experiments. Dx = 1 km, 2.5 km,

and 5 km.
Expt. 8 Three‐dimensional experiment with Dx = Dy = 1 km;

Dz = 1 m in the upper 10 m; periodic in y.

Figure 1. Temporal evolution of (a) ice concentration A (the dashed line is the initial ice concentration)
and ice thickness (normalized by initial thickness of 2 m; blue), and (b) vertical velocity w (m/day)
(shades), and stream function � (Sv) (contours). Maximum and minimum values for w (m/day) are shown
at the lower left corner.
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therefore conduct, in the final experiment (Expt. 8), a three‐
dimensional simulation with a uniform horizontal reso-
lution of 1 km in a square channel of 250 km × 250 km
and constant depth = 300 m. A vertical grid size of 1m
is kept (as in the two‐dimensional experiments) in the
upper 10m to resolve the thin surface layer below sea
ice. Below that, from z = −10 m to z = −100 m, the grid
size is 2 m, and it then linearly increases to 16 m at the
bottom. Periodic conditions are used in the y‐direction.
All other model parameters, initial conditions and forcing
are otherwise identical to Expt. 0.

3. Numerical Results and Analytical Solution

3.1. Numerical Results

[22] Under the up‐ice wind, ice concentration A develops
uneven “bumpy” distribution after 5 days (Figure 1a). We
define an ice band as one waveshape between two ice
concentration minima. The width for the first band after
10 days is about 20 km. Wave‐like vertical velocity field
associated with ocean’s convergence and divergence can be
seen below the band (Figure 1b), and they are lee waves.
The wavelength is about 6 km, and the amplitude for the
vertical velocity is the order of 10 m/day. The stress acting
on the water under the ice is generally much larger than that
over the open water due in part to the different drag coef-
ficients even though the relevant velocities are much smal-
ler. The wind stress is therefore effectively a step function
moving at the ice‐edge velocity uedge. This moving stress
can generate lee waves [Geisler, 1970; Gill, 1982] when

uedge exceeds the baroclinic phase velocity cn, i.e., super-
critical condition uedge > cn. The wave‐like vertical motions
in Figure 1b are lee waves generated by the moving ice‐
edge and ice bands are created because the ice is dragged by
the convergence and divergence of oceanic velocity. The
vertical downwelling and upwelling perturbation cells
(Figure 1b) produce an upward heat flux, resulting in sig-
nificant melting near the ice edge. By day15, 40% of the
initial ice (thickness) has melted within a 30 km distance
behind the ice edge (Figure 1a). Also, cold and fresh water
is advected (by Ekman current) with the ice edge over fluid
that is warmer but saltier. This process creates a thin
stratified layer just below the mixed layer beneath the ice. In
terms of potential vorticity, PV = −~!a · rr/r0 where ~!a is the
absolute vorticity vector, the buoyancy gradient is directed
on‐ice (∂b/∂x < 0, b = −gDr/r0), and that combines with the
up‐ice stress (tw

y > 0) to produce a downward PV flux across
the ice‐water interface that increases the PV just beneath the
ice [Thomas, 2005] that is clearly seen in Figure 2. The
largest PV is immediately under the ice‐edge because of
both local downward flux and advection from upstream (i.e.,
farther behind the ice‐edge). The uw plot shows convergence
and divergence regions that account for the unevenness of A
seen in Figure 1 at t = 15 days. Because of the strong
stratification, turbulence is much strongly damped under the
ice than over the ocean water ahead of the ice‐edge (see the
TKE plot of Figure 2). The resulting reduced friction allows
ice edge to move faster, i.e., uedge becomes stronger (than
otherwise without the strong stratification). Moreover, the
weak stratification ahead of the ice‐edge tends to reduce cn

Figure 2. Temperature T and salinity S (shadings) with contours of potential density s� superimposed,
horizontal velocity uw and vw (shadings) with contours of Rossby numbers Ro = ∂v/∂x · f−1, potential vor-
ticity PV, and twice the turbulent kinetic energy after 15 days of simulation for Expt. 0.
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and in combination with the strong uedge favors the estab-
lishment of supercritical conditions and the generation of lee
waves. These inferences are supported by results from other
experiments below, as well as by the analytical solution in
section 3.2 where we will also explain why the inter‐band
distances are larger than the lee‐wavelengths (Figure 1).
[23] Figure 3 compares the ice and oceanic variables

15 days after the up‐ice wind is applied for the standard
experiment (Expt. 0), the step‐function stress experiment
(Expt. 1), and the strong‐wind experiment (Expt. 2). In
Expt. 0, since the surface stress continuously changes
depending on the ice concentration A (see equation (4)), the
lead ice band can generate secondary (and weaker) lee
waves due to the large change in A (hence also a large
change in the corresponding stress) behind. This produces
trailing small‐scale features in “A” further behind (Figure 1b
and Figure 3b, left). For Expt. 1, the surface stress is an
“on‐off” function of A given by equation (6). Therefore,
only main lee waves exist.
[24] In both cases, lee waves are dampened far behind the

ice edge because the flow there is subcritical (uedge/cn < 1) due
to the existence of larger baroclinic phase velocity cn caused
by the strong stratification under the ice (Figure 2). Just
behind the lead ice band, lee waves in Expt. 0 (x ∼ 190 km,
Figure 3a) are more strongly dampened compared to those
in Expt. 1 (x ∼ 220 km, Figure 3b). The reason is because in
Expt. 0, the sea surface stress tw depends in part on tiw,
which in turn depends on the relative velocity between ice
and ocean (see equations (4) and (3)), whereas in Expt.1,
tw depends entirely on the wind. The tiw dampens lee
waves (in Expt. 0) due to the negative feedback by the
water velocity uw.
[25] In the strong‐wind experiment (Expt. 2, Figure 3,

right), more intense lee waves are seen because of the larger
Du = |uw − ui|. On the other hand, the ice‐bands are less
clearly defined, as the corresponding spatial scales are
shorter than Expt. 0 with weaker wind. This is an interesting
(counter‐intuitive) result that will be discussed in section
3.3. We will show that smoothing by the ice‐ocean stress
is weakened by larger Du.

3.2. An Analytical Treatment of Lee‐Wave Generation
and Numerical Results

[26] In this subsection, we derive an analytical solution for
lee‐wave generation and compare the solution with the
numerical model solution. Linear shallow water equations
for the continuously stratified fluid are used to study the
ocean response to a moving ice edge.

@uw
@t

� fvw ¼ � 1

�0

@p′

@x
þ 1

�0

@X

@z
ð8Þ

@vw
@t

þ fuw ¼ � 1

�0

@p′

@y
þ 1

�0

@Y

@z
ð9Þ

@�

@t
¼ �H

@uw
@x

þ @vw
@y

� �
ð10Þ

[27] Here, p′ is a perturbation of pressure, and X and Y are
stresses in x and y directions, respectively. At z = 0, X and Y
are the wind stress and ice‐water stress weighted by ice
concentration (see equation (4)). We assume that the stress

is a step function moving at the ice edge’s speed uedge. For a
y‐component stress, the ocean feels larger stress Ys + DYs
under ice covered region (x ≦ uedget).

Y ¼
Ys þDYs x � uedget

Ys x > uedget

8<
: ð11Þ

and a similar expression applies for the x‐component stress
Xs + DXs. Each of the variables uw, vw, p′ and the stress
terms are expanded in normal modes [Gill, 1982]:

p′ ¼
X∞
n¼0

~�n x; y; tð Þp̂n zð Þ ð12Þ

uw; vwð Þ ¼
X∞
n¼0

~un x; y; tð Þ; ~vn x; y; tð Þð Þp̂n zð Þ=�wg ð13Þ

��1
w @X=@z; @Y=@zð Þ ¼

X∞
n¼0

~Xn x; y; tð Þ; ~Yn x; y; tð Þ� �
p̂n zð Þ=�wg ð14Þ

where a hat and a tilde denote the vertical and horizontal
structures, respectively.
[28] Substitute equations (12)–(14) into equations (8)–

(10), and assume that the y‐derivatives are zero,

@~un
@t

� f ~vn ¼ �g
@~�n
@x

þ ~Xn ð15Þ
@~vn
@t

þ f ~un ¼ ~Yn ð16Þ

@~�n
@t

¼ �Hn
@~un
@x

ð17Þ

Hn denotes the equivalent depth for the nth mode. These
equations can be manipulated into an equation for ~�n.

@2~�n
@x2

� 1

gHn

@2

@t2
þ f 2

� �
~�n ¼

1

g

@ ~X n

@x
þ f

g

Z
@~Yn

@x
dt ð18Þ

[29] It is useful to write this equation in non‐dimensional
form with subscripts k’s denoting dimensionless variable:

1� U2
kn

� � @2�kn
@�2k

� �kn ¼ D�Hnfcn
�w

@Xkn

@�k
þ
Z

@Ykn
@�k

dtk

� �
ð19Þ

where

Ukn ¼ uedge=cn; �kn ¼ �=Hn; �k ¼ �=Rn; Xk ¼ X=D�;

Xk ¼ X=D�; tk ¼ ft; � ¼ x� uedget; and Rn ¼ cn=f

is the Rossby deformation radius for the nth mode. Note that
since ice velocity uedge in general differs from the ocean’s
surface velocity, Ukn is not the same as the internal Froude
number. Nonetheless, we will refer to Ukn < 1 as subcritical
condition because equation (19) is then elliptic, and Ukn > 1
as supercritical condition since equation (19) then becomes
hyperbolic (see below). The right hand side is evaluated
using the step function given in equation (11) (Gill [1982];
for simplicity we set DXs = DYs = Dt).

1� U2
kn

� � @2�kn
@�2k

� �kn ¼ D�Hnfcn
�w

�	 �kð Þ þ Ho ��kð Þ=Ukn½ � ð20Þ
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[30] For subcritical condition Un < 1, equation (20) is
elliptic with decaying solution (no lee waves). For super-
critical condition Un > 1, equation (20) is hyperbolic and
solution contains lee waves.
[31] The ~X n, ~Y n can be expressed using the equivalent

forcing depth Hn
F [Gill, 1982] as:

~Xn; ~Yn

� � ¼ Xs; Ysð Þ=�wHF
n ð21Þ

HF
n ¼ �wg

Hmix

Z 0

�Hmix

p̂ndzZ 0

�H
p̂2ndz

ð22Þ

[32] We now specialize equation (20) to the case of an up‐
ice wind only (Xs = 0, and Ys given by equation (11)), which
then becomes, after reverting to dimensional form:

� u2edge � c2n
f 2

 !
@2~�n
@�2

� ~�n ¼
c2n~Yn

fguedge
¼

an Ys þDYsð Þ � � 0

anYs � > 0

8><
>:

ð23Þ

an ¼ c2n
f �wgHF

n uedge
ð24Þ

where z = Rnx.
[33] For a slowly moving ice edge (uedge < cn), equation

(23) is elliptic. With a continuity condition at z = 0 and
non‐divergence at z = ∞, the solution is decaying behind the
ice edge:

~�n ¼
anDY

2
exp 
�ð Þ � 2ð Þ þ anY � � 0

anY � > 0

8><
>: ð25Þ


2 ¼ f 2

c2n � u2edge
ð26Þ

[34] For a fast‐moving ice edge (uedge > cn), equation (23)
is hyperbolic. With the additional continuity conditions
∂~�n/∂z at z = 0 and no‐wave condition ahead the ice edge,
a lee‐wave solution results:

~�n ¼
anDY exp j��ð Þ � 1ð Þ þ anY � � 0

anY � > 0

8<
: ð27Þ

�2 ¼ f 2

u2edge � c2n
ð28Þ

[35] In the numerical results, supercritical condition, i.e.,
uedge > cn occurs at the ice edge for mode 3 in Expts.0 and 1,
and for mode 2 in Expt. Two (Figure 3). In Expts. 0 and 1, the
flow becomes subcritical (uedge < cn) behind the ice edge so
that waves decay far behind the ice edge in these experiments.
On the other hand, the vertical velocity in Expt. Two still
shows wave motion behind the ice edge because the mode 3
remains supercritical (Figure 3). The fact that modes 4 and 5
are supercritical behind the ice edge but no wave is seen
implies that contributions frommodes higher than 3 are small.
[36] We can estimate the vertical velocity based on the

normal‐mode solution equations (21), (26) and (27) by
solving for p̂n(z) from:

d2p̂n
dz2

þ N 2

c2n
p̂n ¼ 0 ð29Þ

where the buoyancy frequency N2 is obtained from the
numerical model, and p̂n(z) is normalized such that p̂n(0) =
rwg. From equations (8) and (9) we obtain:

@2

@t2
þ f 2

� �
@uw
@x

¼ �g
@

@t

@2�

@x2

� �
ð30Þ

[37] Assuming the same phase velocity for uw as for h,
∂uw/∂x can be derived by equation (30). The continuity
equation ∂uw/∂x + ∂ww/∂z = 0 and taking the real part then
give:

w zð Þ ¼
Z0
z

� @uw
@x

dz ¼
Z0
z

� ga3DY�3uedge

�uedge
� �2�f 2

sin ��ð Þdz ð31Þ

w �Hmixð Þj j ¼ ga3DY�3uedgeHmix

�uedge
� �2�f 2

ð32Þ

[38] Note that we have specified the third mode to com-
pare with the numerical results. The mixed layer depth Hmix

is estimated as 8m (see temperature and density in Figure 2),
and therefore w � 25 m/day. This analytical value agrees
well with the numerical model result near the ice edge
(Figure 4). Behind the ice edge, numerical model’s lee
waves decay because of the subcritical condition. The
numerical model‐predicted wavelength l = 2p/� for lee
waves are �6 km (Expt. 1, in Figure 4), which is a little
shorter than, but not inconsistent with the 8.7 km estimated
from equation (28).
[39] In case of a down‐ice‐wind case (Expt. 4), warmer but

saltier open‐ocean water is advected toward and under the
ice. The PV‐flux is upward (a loss) and the fluid below the

Figure 4. Vertical velocities w (m/day). Black lines are
from the step‐function experiment (Expt. 1): solid line is
at 10 m depth, and dashed line is at 20 m depth. Grey line
is derived from equation (31) with a wavelength 8.7 km
and amplitude 25 km.
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ice tends toward a well‐mixed state because of unstable
convection (both upright and slantwise convection).
Figure 5 (left) shows that the potential vorticity is low
under the ice, and neither lee waves nor ice bands are
generated.
[40] The off‐ice wind Expt. Five (Figure 5, middle) does

not produce clear lee waves and ice bands even though the
wind drives ice edge offshore similar to the case under the
up‐ice wind experiment (see Figure 1). Instead, there is just a
strong dipole of upwelling and downwelling at the ice edge

in Expt. 5, which could be due to the oceanic convergence
beneath the ice edge, rather than wave generation. Under the
off‐ice wind, the forcing function (the right hand side of
equation (18)) is a delta function, and this makes it difficult
to find a wave solution that satisfies the continuity condition
at z = 0 even when the condition is supercritical. It is known
that the off‐ice wind generates ice bands by the wave pres-
sure radiation [Johannessen et al., 1992; Wadhams, 2000;
Ishida and Ohshima, 2009], which is not taken into account
in this study. It appears the off‐ice wind is not particularly
efficient in producing ice bands by the lee‐wave generation
mechanism.
[41] Experiment 6 (Figure 5) has an initial ice concen-

tration consisting of narrow wedges of 4 km, so there are
gaps of sea surface stress. After 15 days, the PV field is
similar to Expt. 0 (Figure 2), but higher‐mode lee waves
are generated behind wedges. Such ice wedges are typical
in the marginal ice zones: For example, fetches created by
the wave pressure radiation [Wadhams, 1983, 2000] may
produce wedges, and the resulting lee waves forced by
wind may significantly contribute to mixing.

3.3. Smoothing Effects by Ice‐Ocean Stress

[42] As noted previously, the dominant wavelength of
the vertical velocity w is shorter than the inter‐band dis-
tance (e.g., Figure 1). We now show that this is because of
the smoothing effect of the ice‐ocean stress equation (3).
Since the momentum is transferred at a finite rate, the
high‐frequency component is lost in the transfer. To see
this, consider the linear response of ice to ocean in the

Figure 6. Gain G = |ui/uw| plotted as a function of wave-
length of uw. Solid: a = 2.5 × 10−4 s−1 (Du = 0.05 m s−1).
Thin: a = 5.1 × 10−4 s−1 (Du = 0.1 m s−1). Dashed: a =
1.0 × 10−3 s−1 (Du = 0.2 m s−1).

Figure 7. (top) Ice concentration at day10 for ice concentration A and (bottom) spectrum of vertical
velocity w. (a) Step‐function‐stress experiment (Expt. 1), (b) No‐LPF experiment (Expt. 3). Regions
where the spectra are calculated are shown in Figure 7, top. In Figure 7b, local peaks for vertical velocity
and ice concentration are shown by gray and black arrows respectively.
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simple case when the ice concentration A changes only as
a result of ocean convergence and divergence:

@A′

@t
¼ �A

@ui′

@x
ð33Þ

A ¼ A′þ A ð34Þ
ui ¼ ui′þ ui ð35Þ

[43] Prime and bar are perturbation and mean quantities,
respectively. A more general case with a steady background
flow can also be included without affecting the result. Note
that ui′ and A′ have the same wavelength. The ui′ is
described by equation (1), in which sea surface tilt force and
the Coriolis force are neglected. Since the ice in this study is
mostly in free drift, the internal stress is also negligible, and
equation (1) is simplified to:

@ui′
@t

� jf ui′ ¼ 
 uw′ � ui′ð Þ ð36Þ

[44] Bold symbols denote the complex notation ui′ = ui′ +
jvi′, uw′ = uw′ + jvw′ , and the ice‐water stress (equation (3)) is
linearized with a = rwCDiwDu/rih, where Du = |uw − ui| is a
scale for the ice‐water relative velocity. Here, uw is calcu-
lated from equations (15) and (16) using the normal‐mode
solution equation (27):

uw ¼ ganDT�2

�uedge
� �2�f 2

exp j��ð Þ ð37Þ

[45] The solution to equation (36) is

ui ¼ C exp �
þ jfð Þt þ 
uw

þ j f þ �uedge

� � ð38Þ

where C is an arbitrary constant. The first term on the right‐
hand side is a damped inertial oscillatory term, and the
second term represents the transfer of the lee‐wave motion

Figure 8. Ice concentration A in Expt. Seven at day#15, for the indicated horizontal grid sizes: 250 m,
1 km, 2.5 km, and 5 km.
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to ice that creates ice bands. For large t, the first term is
small and a “gain factor” G may be defined:

G ¼ ui
uw

				
				 ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ f þ �uedge



� �2
s ð39Þ

[46] Figure 6 plots G for various �’s. Wavelengths shorter
than 10 km are damped for typical Du’s. This explains why
the inter‐band distance is larger than the lee‐wavelength
(Figure 1). The system is similar to the resistance‐capacitance
circuit that filters a high‐frequency current (i.e., low‐pass
filter). Figure 7a shows the spectrum of A and w for Expt. 1,
while Figure 7b shows the same for the experiment in which
ui = uw and the momentum equation (36) for ice is not solved
(Expt. 3). Since the filtering effect is removed, the spectrum
peaks of A and w coincide in this experiment. In the strong‐
wind experiment (Expt. 2), short‐scale variations in A appear

(Figure 3, right) because the strong wind produces larger
velocity differences, which increases a and G for short
wavelengths.

4. Grid Size Effects

[47] As is shown in the earlier sections, the interaction of
ice bands and lee waves has a scale of O(1 km), which may
not be resolved in many general circulation models. We
evaluate the grid‐size dependence of the formation of lee
waves and ice bands using different horizontal grid sizes,
namely 1. 2.5, and 5 km. The vertical resolution and other
model parameters are kept the same as in the standard
experiment with grid size = 250 m (Expt. 0). Figure 8 shows
the ice concentration A after 15 days. The 1km case still
shows ice bands, but the 2.5 km and 5 km cases do not. The
associated vertical velocity w is weaker and noisier as the
grid becomes coarser (Figure 9, top). Therefore, since small‐
scale convergence and divergence are accompanied by
horizontal and vertical shears, significant shears are also
absent when using coarse grid sizes.
[48] The melt rate is determined by ice‐ocean heat transfer

(equation (7)) and the temperature difference between ice
bottom and sea surface, and can therefore be underestimated
because of the lack of shears and intense vertical motion
when coarse grids are used. Figure 9 shows that melt rates
with the 1 km and 250 m grid sizes show peaks behind ice
edge (Figure 9, bottom), whereas those from the 2.5 km and
5 km grid sizes do not. With the 2.5 km and 5 km grid sizes,
Figure 8 shows that ice edges go farther instead of devel-
oping secondary peak behind ice edge. These experiments
show that small‐scale processes at the ice edge significantly
affect the melt rate and therefore the ice edge position. The
impact of these small‐scale processes on regional and global
ice‐ocean models in which grid sizes are generally larger
than 5km should be more carefully evaluated.

5. Three‐Dimensional Effects

[49] The solutions presented above are limited to a two‐
dimensional (xz) domain. In this section, we confirm that ice
bands are also formed by wind‐induced lee waves in a more
realistic three‐dimensional setting (Expt. 8). Figure 10 shows
that, after 15 days, an ice band is seen behind the ice edge
120 km < x < 140 km. When compared to the corresponding
two‐dimensional experiments in Figures 1a and 8 (second
panel), we see that the ice band moves slower. This is
because some of the wind energy is transferred in producing
along‐ice (y) as eddy kinetic energy. Except for this differ-
ence, the two solutions are similar. The three‐dimensional
experiment shows that the two‐dimensional approximation is
valid up to a time period of approximately 10∼15 days after
the wind is applied. Beyond this period, wave‐like features
along the ice edge appear, and may indicate the beginning of
flow instability that can lead to formation of eddies. We
noted previously (Figure 2) that the maximum PV is imme-
diately under the ice‐edge because of both local downward
PV‐flux and PV‐advection from farther behind the ice‐edge.
The resulting change in sign of PV‐gradient across the ice‐
edge can favor flow instability. This is an interesting topic
that deserves a further study in the future.

Figure 9. Day #15 of the simulation results from Expt. 7:
(top) vertical velocity w at z = −50 m and (bottom) melt rate.
The region near the ice edge is zoomed in. The horizontal
grid sizes are 250 m (solid), 1 km (dashed), 2.5 km (thin),
5 km (thin dashed).
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[50] Another future interest is to extend the study to the
non‐hydrostatic regime. Marshall et al. [1997] suggest that
non‐hydrostatic effects become significant when the non‐
hydrostatic parameter Nh = h2/(L2Ri) � O(1) or larger,
where h and L are the depth and horizontal scales
respectively and Ri is the Richardson number. From the
numerical experiment Expt. 0, near the ice‐edge, Ri � 1,
so that Nh � 1 for h� 100 m and lee‐wavelength�O(km),
and the hydrostatic formulation used here to study lee‐wind‐
generated ice bands is valid. However, the fine grid size of
250 m used here (and finer grid) may allow internal waves
with wavelength comparable to the water depth (300 m) to
develop in a non‐hydrostatic model. It is possible then that
the surface momentum flux can induce internal waves at
the shallow pycnocline below the ice (i.e., dead water).
How the present solution may be modified under these
conditions is also an interesting future research topic.

6. Summary

[51] This paper examines the generation mechanism of ice
bands as a coupled response to wind with lee waves under
the hydrostatic approximation.
[52] Up‐ice wind produces super‐critical conditions for an

ice edge moving faster than the lower‐mode baroclinic phase
velocity, and lee‐waves are produced behind the ice edge. Ice
bands are produced by the corresponding convergence and
divergence. The associated vertical motions have speed of the
order of 10 m/day, and extend to the bottom (300 m).
[53] Secondary lee waves are generated behind wedges of

ice concentration because of the sharp variation of the cor-
responding sea surface stress. The flow reverts to sub‐critical
farther behind the ice edge where wave‐like motions decay.
[54] Numerical experiments show that the inter‐band

distance is larger than the lee‐wavelengths. We show that
this is due to the smoothing effect of the ice‐ocean stress.
[55] Ice‐band formation and the associated strong vertical

velocity are not resolved with horizontal grid sizes coarser
than 1 km. We show that, when lee waves are resolved, the
corresponding strong vertical motions and shears can mix
and upwell deeper, warmer water to the surface and can
accelerate melting. Sub‐grid processes at the ice edge are
therefore potentially significant contributors to melting and
deep vertical mixing and melting. These mixing, upwelling
and melting processes will not be adequately simulated in
regional and global models in which horizontal grid sizes
are typically larger than 5 km.

[56] Acknowledgments. A.F. was supported by the grant‐in‐aid for
the Japan Society for Promotion of Science (20•9767), and L.Y.O. by
NOAA’s Office of Climate Programs, award NA17RJ2612. Some calcula-
tions were conducted at GFDL/NOAA.
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